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A ,PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION OF FALLOUT EFFECTS ASSOCIATED
WITH NUCLEAR AIR BURSTS

By

Robert V. Fultyn, Sc. D.
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamo~p New Me~cico 87544

ABSTRACT

Several effects of fallout from air bursts of small and nominal
yield nuclear weapons under circumstance e which include probability
of precipitation are modeled. Calculations of the dietributiona of the
effects, and evaluations of the probability y of exceeding given values
of the effects are included. The model incorporates inherent uncer-
taintiess about meteorological conditions and the stochastic nature of
mass transport phenomena uncle r turbulent conditions. Effect e
measurements from tests of weapons suspended from balloons over
Nevada have been used to evaluate input parameters and demonstrate
the accuracy of prediction of the model under dry circumstances.

GENERAL CONCEPTS

Introduction

Over the past quarter of a century, models dealing with atmo-
spheric dispersive effects in g~~~eral, and fallout in particular, have
periodically been developed, te steal, found to b~ inaccurate, modified,
retested, etc. , until most were forgotten. This author is of the
opinion that the reason most were unsuccessful is that most of them
failed to take cognizance of the fact that meteorological and geophysical
phenomena are inherently stochastic in nature. The model described
in this paper does utilize explicit recognition of the inherent variability
of these nat~zral phenomena, and this is perhaps the major significant
difference between it and many others of the past. Fallout from the air
burst of a nuclear weapon was chosen as the subject of this study be-
cause it is of continuing interest in some circles, and upon reflection,
it is among the simpler problems in atmospheric dispersion etud~eo.

Tha model is based on the principle that in making a prediction
of tho amount of fallout to be deposited, and other associated effects
re Hulling from the detonation of a nl~clear weapon at some future time,
one has only an estimate as to how fast the wind might blow, how tur -
bulcnt tho ntmospharo might lm, dc. , and thorefor o my prediction
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based on calculations utilizing suecific values of those phenomena is
pertinent to only a very rare combination of events. However, if a
very large number of such calculations are made, with the individual
parameter vahms for each appropriately chosen from the observed
distributions of values descriptive of the natural phenomena, then a
tabulation of the results of all those calculations should give one a
good idea of what values of effects are likely, and additionally, how
likely they are.

Some Definitions of Terms

Some terms in this paper are used in a somewhat more re-
stricted or different sense than is common in the English language.
‘mi a
*,-i*

Bection is intended to clarify their meaning in the context of
usage in this paper.

“Cloud” is used with reference to the atmospheric suspension of
radioac~debris resulting from a nuclear detonation, or the suspension

of tracer material during conduct of an atmospheric dispersion study.

“Storm” is used with reference to areas of active precipitation,—.
or to cells of precipitation systems. What is commonly called a
llra~ clOud~l Will

or “precipitation

“Problem”

order to examine

be called a “rain storm” (regardless of intensity)
system” or “precipitation cell”, etc.

refers to the entire set of calculations performed in
all the modeled effects re suiting from the detonation

of a nuclear weapon under a given set of deployment circumstance.

“Case” refers te the limited set of calculations performed in

order t~tain one value of an effect (or one value of each of several
effects), at one or more distances of Merest, using a single com-
bination of elemental parameter values.

~lElementli is a parameter value, or functional relation of

parame-ues, which is a necessary ingredient of a desired com-

putation. A ‘f~rimary element” is essentially a model input parameter,

(such as wind speed, or a particular conver~ion factor) which is not

further decomposed in the model. “Secondary” or ‘ideriwd clamcnts”
are functional relationships of primnry elomcnts. In this program,

“primary elemcntc3 II are functionally combined to produce “clcrivcd

elements” which ara combined during thu computations of “ca~cs”,

and all case ro~ults aro combinod to obtain tho solution of a “~roblom”.

2’
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A ~’stochastic ekmnnt~t, Gr ~trandom e:ementl~ iS one Whirh has

associated with it ~iomc degree of uncertainty concerning its precise

value. This uncertainty, however, always has well defined stat istical

parameters associ:~tcd with it, and any particular value used for this

clement will come from a distribution of numbers which possess the
6amc statistical parameters. To emphasize this feature, the set of
random numbers is usually referred to ati the ‘Cappropriate distribu-

tion”, or the random numbers are ~~appropriately distributed~~, or
Ila

A ‘~totally stochastic” element is one for which a

appropriate random variable is utilized every time the

into a calculation.

different
element enter c

A “partially stochastic” element is one for which the random

variable is appropriate l~osen the first time the element ia used in
a case calculation, but thereafter that same value ia used whenever

the element enters into the case calculations. Different values are
used for each case in the ~roblemp although the same value is used
throughout a case.

‘tCell” refers to a segment of distance along the path the cloud

takes fr~burst point to a distance of observational interest.

“Cloud inventory ‘~ refer n to the amount of radioactive material

contained within the entire cloud at a time of interest.

Program Organization

The functional relationship between the parameters used to
calculate case effects at a particular distance in the model are uhown
in Fig. 1. The box at the top of any of the tree structures shown in
the figure represents an element which is to be calculated. The boxes
below it contain elements which are essential to the calculation. This
decomposition continues to proceed down the branches of the tree until

prjmary elements, i. e. , those which are basic input parameters, are
reached. The elements which are in boxes connected together on the

came horizontal Iinc are combinod togmther by a proper functional

relationship such as by simple multiplication or division or perhapa by
more complicated function-, ~..1produce the element in the box above
from which they stem. If more than one sequence ●temo from a box,
such as whcro ‘~J)aposition’~ apro~its two clomonta, “Dry Depositionll
and “West Deposition”, a decisioli procosa is indicated, ouch that

either one or tho other of the branches may bo proper~ but not both,
At the tima of execution tha branch to bc atili~ed iB chosen by an
npproprintc rnndom procaaa.

3
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Some boxes are not perfectly rectangular. This notation is
merely to alert the reader that the remainder of that branch is iliagrammed
elsewhere, or the element is otherwise described. A pendal;t hanging
from a box is also a notation, frequently redundant, that the remainder
of the branch is described elsewhere.

Some of the boxes have an “’:CIf next to them. This symbol
indicates that values of that element are specifically extracted as out-
puts from the program.

The symbols ~ and 3 are included in some boxes to indicate that
they are stochastic elements. The symbol ~ indicates that the element
ia totally stochastic during the execution of the problem. On the other
hand, fie symbol 3 indicates a partially stochastic element.

During execution of tour se, actual computation proceeds from
me bottom of the structire up. The structural diagram helps to
vioualize the elements 9s sential to any calculation, and also, to easily
determine which higher elements may be affected by a change in any
branch.

Polynomial Representation of Frequency Distributions

If the cumulative distribution function of a variate quantity x ia
defined by the relation

F(x) = r , O~r~l.O

then the inverse trans~crmation function of x
(1)

is Ususlly

-1
F (r)=x

On occasion it has been found usefui to approximate
a polynomial, or a “transformed”

-1
P(r)NF (r) =x

or

-1
P(r)% F (r) = log x

where P(r) is a polynomial in r.

Polynomials arc fnirly easy

polynomial, such that

to fit to mo~i nnturally

[1]

defined as

[2]

F-l(r) with

[3]

[4]

occurring

dimtributiona, and such fits up to order 4 or more cnn raulily ba done

even with some desk calculators.
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Other useful extensions of the inverse transformation which this
author has found useful, but not seen discussed elsewhere, are the forms

P(l)) - x [5]

and

P(u) - log x [61

where ~ is a normally distributed random variate.

Equation [3] through Eq. [ 61 are especially useful where data
are availabla to plot a cumulative distribution, but it is difficult or in-
convenient to find a standard di st ributian function to satisfactorily fit
the data distribution.

To use Eq. [ 5 ] and Eq. [6] the percentiles of x are converted to
their normal deviates, i. e. the 10th percentile corresponds to a normal,
(O, 1) deviate of -1.2817 and the 95th percentile to a normal (O, 1)
detiate of 1.645. Of course, in using these polynomial approximations
a bit of judgment must be exercised. Relations Eq, [ 3 ] anh Eq. [ 4 ]
undar these circumstances limit the possible range of x, Relations
Eq. [ 5 ] and Eq. [6 ] allow for e seentially unlimited range of x, but
one muot be sure ‘Aat seneibly acceptable valueo of x are returned
corresponding to a range of ~ over approximately -4 ~ u ~ 4. Obviously,
if in utilizing relations Eq. [ 5 ] or lZq. ! 6 ~ a first order (strai~ht line)
fit results, one has a simple normal or log normal distribution, re -
spectivelyo

Modeling Stochastic Elaments

In relating many necondary elements, y to other elements, x,
plots of y va x were constructed to help gain insight into which might
be the moat appropriate functional relationship ouch that

y = f(x)

As part of this discussion,
y and x might be examined

g(y’) x f(j (x’))

[7]

it should be uncle rntood that transforms of
ouch that

[81

whore g nnd or j mny ba tronaformo tiuch ns

61(Y’) = log y’

j(x’) = x’

m

[9]

etc.
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Even after transfor~mation and the use of regression analysis for
the selection of the best function f, there frequently remains a con-
siderable degree of scatter of the data points of y vs :Cabout the fitted
relational line. Well reasoned argumt nts can be made that the trans-
formations and functional relation should be chosen so that this scatter
is not only as small as possible, but further that the degree of scatter

(2) ‘rhrough -should be as uniform as possible over the entire range of x.
out the course of this study, every effort was made to satisfy these last
conditions while obtaining rrgre ssion estimates of the functional re-
lationships between elements. In recognition of the unexplainable re -
maining scatter, the functional relationships between y and x were re -
defined by

Y~ =?i + eyi [10]

where

A measure
rigor ou~ly
fitted line,

?i = f (xi) [11]

of the remaining scatter is denoted by S , which is
defined ae the standard deviation of the #esiduals about the
or the standard error of the estimate of the regression fit.

h using Eq. [10] and Eq. [111 to predict the value of y r-+ting
from a particular value of x, we are faced with two uncertainties(L).

The first is the uncertainty in ~, the location of the line itself. The
second is the inherent uncertainty due to the scatter of the results of
each individual observation about the fitted line, even if it were per-
f ectly known. The magnitude of the first uncertainty is inversely

proportional to the number of data points used to obtain the equation,
and directly proportional to Sy and the distance one is from the mean

of the range of the independent variable. It is always smaller than
the second uncertainty, of which Sy is an estimate, and is frequently
very much smaller than Sy. The current version of the model ignores
the exietence of the first uncertainty, assumes perfect krlowledge of
the fitted equation, and only considers the second uncertainty,
equating it to Sy.

Throughout thin program, effort has been made to express
functional relationships an simply as is possible without sacrificing
accuracy or physical significance. he might make the argument that
some relations are overly simplified - fo~ example, cloud rise is here
a function only of yi~’ldo Such considerations as atmospheric stability,
temperature, humidity, wind speed, turbulancc, etc. have not been
includad. Aside from the fact that dat.~ relating to other pnramct~’r~
is often very difficult if not impossihla to obtain, there is one

6“
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important consideration to include before other parameters are in-
corporated into the analysis. The a priori uncertainty of all other
parameters is implicit in the chosen relation, assuming that the data
set from whence it was derived is a representative sample of situations
to be modeled. (The latter question is also often difficult to assess).
Were one able to reduce the variance associated with the chosen re-
lation by including other parameters, one would have to be able to pre-
dict the values, or range of values$ of the other parameters expected
to be encountered during the modeled situation. At present, this
frequently appears quite difficult, and thus all the combined uncertainty
inherent in those elements of the problem is contained in S

Y“

Limitations of space permit only the briefest descriptions here of
the various elements in the calculation. Arguments concerning the
appropriatness of selection can be found in a report in preparation,
which is a more comprehensive description of the model.

CLOUD DYNAMICS

The model utilizes the simplest of concepts with respect to cloud
description. It is assumed that the cloud is a right circular cylinder
with a vertical axis of revolution, The top surface is determined by
the height at which the cloud top stabilized seve~al minutes after deto -
nation. The bottom surface is chosen as the height of detonation.
Cloud radius is a function of weapons yield and travel distance from
ground zero. The distribution of concentration within the cloud is
assumed to a uniform step function.

Concentration Distributions

The concept of uniform concentration of radioactive material
within the main cloud resulting from a nuclear explosion is utilized
because of its overwhelming simplicity. Additionally it can be argued
and demonstrated that it is also a good description of concentrations
within turbulent clouds.

The most popular functional description of concentration dis-
tributions within atmospheric clouds ie the Gaussian distribution.
Liowever, in~tantaneous concentrations in clouds or plumes display
fairly discreet edges and a lumpy and irregular nature associated with
concentration throughout the cloud. This character correlates rather
well with thcories of turbulence which claim that eddies of magnitude
equivalent to cloud size will be most responsible for cloud growth,
while those of magnitudes appreciably different will be of considerably
less importance. In such a situation, where sizable lumps of the cloud

7 .
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are moved hither and yon by turbulence, the approximation of concen.
tration distribution by a uniform distribution appears to be a reasonable
assumption.

In discussing matters relating to concentration, one other im-
portant consideration must be addressed, namely, the existence of
tails. Rigorously, the.. e are no taiis associat( 1 with a step function.
The existence of tails, or regions of measurable concentrations which
are orders of magnitude below concentrations within the body of the
cloud is well documer~ted. This is a nasty problem which at present is
handled by an artificiality called an ‘Iexchange coefficientll. u one
assumed a cloud model as described, but with the lower surface of the
cylindrical cloud at ground level, predicted concentrations and asso-
ciated effects would be orders of magnitude higher than those actually
measured on an event being modeled. The model at present is de-
signed to describe the effects of low and nominal yield nuclear weapons.
The visible clouds of such devices are almost always confined to the
troposphere. Their dimensions are at most about 10 kilometers in
extreme height at stabilization, and they are usually several kilometers
from top to bottom. If vertical dispersion were as effective as hori-
zontal dispersion, one would expect the base of the cloud to reach
ground level within a few tens of kilometers. Such behatior would re -
suit in modeled air concentrations and associated effects several orders
of magnitude higher than were actually observed on about two dozen air
bursts conducted in Nevada. It is well established that vertical dis -
persion is much smaller than horizontal growth. Effectively the bulk
of the cloud material remains at an invariant altitude throughout the
modeled period of interest - -but a small amount of material is slowly
transferred through the layer of atmosphere betieen the cloud bottom
and the ground. In order to obtain values of air concentration near the
ground, the concentration in the main cloud is multiplied by a mass
transfer coefficient, referred to herein as the “exchange coefficient”.
Since concentrat~ons elsewhere outside the perimeter of fll~ cloud arg
not of interest in this model, other “tails” are at present not dealt with.

Cloud Elevation

Cloud top elevation, H is described in this model as a function of
yield, y, by the equation(3)

2 3
S= B. + ?31 Log y + B21(Log Y) + B3(Log Y) + B4(Log Y) 4 [ 121

H is considered to be normally distributed about R. To overcome
absurd and rare possibilities ~;uch as H being less than burst height
because of its random element, H is tested, and if lower than burst
height, it is reset equal to twice burst height.

0’
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After a great deal. of investigation, it was decided that a’; prusent

the best value for the cloud bottom is at burst height.

Cloud Diameter

Cloud diameter,
and yield(3), y, by the

(4)
D, is modeled as a function of distance , x,,
relation

B bl
x -+edboy

This relation reflects an initial cloud diameter dependent upon weapon
yield, and a growth term dependent upon travel distance. The e. and cd

are partially stochastic elements in the relationship, both log normally
distributed. ~. is essentially a measure of the atmospheric turbulence.
It is only partially stochastic to model the phenomena that the degree
of turbulence remains constant throughout a case history. That is, a
cloud which begins its history growing faster than average retains that
characteristic. Changes in degree of turbulence, which are occasionally
observed, are ignored. A large amount of experimental data, in
addition to weapons tests, is available to relate the growth of cloud
diameter to distance. The relation beixveen initial cloud diameter and
yield is only poorly documented.

METEOROLOGICAL CONSU7ERATIONS

‘Nind Speeds

Climatological data for wind speeds at various altitudes are
readily available for much of the world.(9) It has been found useful to
describe wind speed distributions obtained from these climatologies by
Eq. [61 .

Precipitation Scavenging Effects

Precipitation scavenging effects at present are not very well
understood. However, a fair body of experimental data exis?; s to

indicate that scavenging effects are most highly correlated with total
prec ipit atiof~ amounts, and much less so with other storm features. (10)

This model utilizes a concept referred to as the portion of the
vertical integral scavenged, (FVI), which is defined as the fraction of
the integral of cloud conce~~t~ ation with respect to height which is
deposited as the result of precipitation mcchanisn~s.

It can be argued that a useful description of FVI scavenged, l!’,
is given with respect to total precipitation Pt by

log F = DO + B ~ log I>t

9
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F is a fully stochastic element, log normally distributed about ~.

Pt is also a fully stochastic element, dependent upon the time interval
of interest, t. In the model, this chaining effect is combined in a re -
Iation betiecn F and t which is usually of the form

2 3 4
Log ~ = B. + B1 Log t + B2(Log t) + B3(Log t) + B4(Log t) . [151

Precipitation Pi:obabilities and Amounts

Precipitation stati:;tics are at present a troublesome element in
this model. The time scales involved in the model are of the order of
minutes or hours, whereas most precipitation information is available
at beet on a daily basis. Hourly data are very scarce. To overcome
this paucity of actual data, some auxiliary simulators were constructed
to attempt to simulate hourly time sequences of wet and dry periods,
and hourly precipitation amounts, from special observational data and
climatological summaries. These sequences of hourly data are very
useful for determining probabilities of precipitation, and distributions
of precipitation amounts to be observed during periods of arbitrary
duration. Data available to verify the accuracy of these simulators is
indicating contradictory results, depending upon data source. Further
experiments to determine the validity of the precipitation time series
simulators is being undertaken.

Storm Sizes

Recent invent jgations in precipitation system behatior have be-
gun to document the fact that precipitation is not generally uniform
+hroughout a synoptic system, but is distributed over space and time
with respect to amount and intensity over a scale of subsystems,
reaching down to identifiable cells of only a few square kilometers of
affected area. (5) Additionally, it can be readily veriiied that precipi-
tation cells identified as such do not generally move with the mean wind,
but because of their dynamics move in other ways, “~o model these
effects, it is assumed that storms are circular in area and they have
diamctei L which are fully stochastic, being log normally distributed
with geometric mean of approximately 10 km cliamct crp and geometric
standard deviation of approximately 2.5, resulting in a range of storm

diameters of about 1 km to 100 km, Also, within any computational
cell along a cloud path, the distance separating the centers of cloud
and storm is fully stochastic, should the cloud ancl storm bc deemed

to intt; ract.

Clo~lcl Storm Interactions

Precipitation scavcngin~{ effects enter into the model in two way~.
They may deplete the inventory of radioactive ma!crial i~i the C1OUC1

10



before it reaches an
radioactive material
is overhead.

The cloud path

observer, and they may affect the deposition of
upon the entirons of an observer once the clm~d

is divided up into computational cells during the
execution of a problem. For purposes of inventory depletion, the cloud
is considered to reside in each cell for a length of time dependent upon
the case wind speed and cell size, The probability of the cloud en-
countering precipitation while in each cell is computed as a function of
residence time, conditioned by whether or not precipitation was en-
countered earlier along the track. If precipitation is deemed to cccur~
through selection of a fully stochastic uniform raxmom number, then a
storm diameter and center separation distance are also stochastically
selected. The intersecting area is calculated, and expressed as a
fraction of cloud horizontal area. A FVI is selected as a function of
the residence time in the cell. The FVI times the fraction of cloud
area interacting with the storm is the fraction of the cloud in~,.entory
removed by scavenging in that cell.

For purposes of scavenging effects at a point of observation, the
length of time the cloud will be cverhead is calculated as a function of
cloud diameter, wind speed, and distance the observer is stochastically
chosen to be off the cloud diameter. If it is deemed that precipitation
will occur, a FVI is chosen on the basis of this length of time, and the
FVX is applied to the product of cloud concentration and cloud depth, to
obtain the value of wet deposition.

MASS TRANSFER CCEFFICIE:~TS AND CONVERSION FACTORS

The elements of the model which fall into the category of mass
transfer coefficients and conversion factors are all fully stochastic
elements. Usually they are elsewhere treated as constants, but a
great deal of etidencc can be presented to show tl.at the assumption of
constancy is poor. Additionally, their stochastic parameters can
encompass a great deal of uncertainty of problem circumstances, i. e.

turbulence, terrain roughness, surface chemistry effects, etc.

Exchang~ Coefficient

It was mentioned earlier that this ma~s transfer coefficient was
noccssary to reconcile differences in conccntrntions obscrvecl aloft
and at ground lCVC1. A st(!pwisc, lincnr regression a?lal)’sis, performed
on the logarithrn~ of pertinent weapons test {li\t[i, indicates that this
element iti most strongly a function of bur~t height. A rncasura of tur -
bulcnce cxprcsscd by tho rntio of C1OUC1cliamvtcr to traval di~tmce is



also important, as is travel distance itself. These factors reduce to a

function of burst height, cloud diameter, and travel distance. The
exchange coefficient is considered to be log normally distributed about
its median functional value.

De~osition Veloci&

Deposition velocities used for this model were derived from
weapons test data whick. allowed deposition, as measured by dose rate
surveys, to be combined with air sampler data obtained at similar
locations, to obtain the statistical paramete~s for this elementls dis-
tribution. Deposition velocities are apparently uncorrelated with other
elements, and are considered to be log normally distributed.

Deposition to Dose Rate Conversion Factors

The median value for this conversion factor was interpreted from
a simulation study by Cohen(6), and from a great deal of fallout moni-
toring data. (7’ 8, The variance of its log normal distribution was ob-
tained by examining distributions of redundant fallout monitoring data,

(8)

Radioactive Decav

The decay of radioactive fission products is modeled by approxi-
mating the actual decay vs. time relation, which has been rigorously
obtained by eumming the decay relations for the numerous individual
fis~ion product isotopes, by a series of power function approximations
fitted over many short time intervals. Decay computations are thus
performed by es senti ally a table entry and interpolation routine.

Determination of Computational Cell Sizes

In solving problems treated by this model it is convenient to obtain
solutions at a variety of distances from the burst point. For tho present
model, distances of interest lio bctwccn a fcw and a few hundred kilo-
meters. Experience has shown that the acquencc of distances employed
in most atmospheric clispcrsion problems is most economically clisplaycd
on LLlogarithmic scale. IIowcvcr, in this problcm cloucJl ancl storm in-
teractions appear to bo most reasonably trcatwd on a linear clistimcc
scale, A compromise waH effcctccl whereby the cli~tance of intcrcfll:
was first divided into a rcl:ltively large number of cclual b~l~ic ~egn-~cnt:~
on tl logarithmic PCillC. For the fir~t fourth of thi H numbur, the CCIIH
were eight baHic ~cglllont~ long, For I:hc Hrcoml fourth, four basic
Sogmntxl, two baNic HcHmcntR for tho thircl fot~rth, :~nd ccl] H wcro lt’ft
equnl to the ba~ic flcgmc Iltt4 in tl~c l;lst fourt]l. TIIi H clivi~ion ;]llow~
call~) to v:lry fron~ il fcw kilomctcr~ Jlc::lr bur:’1 point, to i~ fow tC1l H of

kilon]ctcr ~ at m:lximulll fli~t:lnc(!. ~{(l;lcljll~tlllt!llt~ ~lr(! th~!n nlil(l(-! to C:f!ll
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boundaries so that observational points fall at the geometric centers
of the cells. Cell locations are invariant throughout the problem once
they have been established.

SUMMARIZATION COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The complete soluticn to a problcm consists of calculating the
desired effects using several thousands of cases, each employing a
distinct combination of parameters, and examining the distributions
of results. During the tour se of the evaluation, effects are calculated
for each distance of observational interest, beginning at distances
closest to burst point. Values of partially stochastic elements are
saved for usc in further computation. The values of effects to be dis -
played are bin sorted, and selected percentile values are obtained by
interpolation after the bin sort, and printed out. These Belected
effects values are also saved to be graphically presented at the end of
the problem computations. Graphical displays, a sample of which is
shown in Fig. 2, are then prepared, in which equal percentiles of
effects vs. distance are plotted. Because the problem is solved by a
Monte Carlo technique, the equal-percentile lines, especially those
depicting small and large percentiles, tend to be quite irregular and
ragged. These irregularitiess are smoothed out by employing a Ieaot
squares fit to a fourth order polynomial through the points interpolated
for any given percentile curve.

VER~ICA’I’ION EXPERIMENTS

Unclas oificd reports of fallout monitoring activitie e are available
for the Plumbob series[7), and Hardtack II(a) oeries of weapons tests,
conducted in Nevada in 1957 and 1958 respectively. Although the
weapons tested as air bursts ware suspended from balloons O rather than
being air drops, the data were nevertheless considered useful for
parameter evaluation and verification for this model. Data from twelve
te st~ in the Plumbob series were uoed for parameter determination,
and simulations were rondo to compare predicted effects with observed
effects for eight tests in the Hardtack II eeries. Additionally, data from
other wonpon~ tests woro used for parameter evaluation if considered
approprinto. Figure 2 shows a compnrisor, of predicted effects with data
points obtained for fallout arrival time does rates an moc. sured on the
Lca nnd Santa I?c tests. TIIis figuro also allows one nn idea of the range
of Offcct?l vi-lluo H to bo Oxpc!ctc(lp find tho graphic displny of offectfi pro-
duco(] by the cornputcr progrnma Other verification exercioca for dry
coHc R procluc~d rusult~ similnr to Figc 2, iII thnt tho obMurvcd effects
filll nico]y within the rzmgo of of focte pradi~te~ by the model. Dat~
do not cxillt to verify accurtlcy of predictions for pracipitntion offecta.

13
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The present configuration of the model has been coded in FORTRAN
for execution on a CDC 7600 computer. All verification exercises and

the example of program output in this paper were run using 5000 cases in
the Monte Carlo portions of the program. Execution time for each com-

plete problem is approximately 50 seconds under these conditions. One
of the objectives during coding was to produce a program which would
execute quickly, hence several systcm features and faat subroutines

unique to the CDC ?600 computers at Los Alamos were incorporated.
The program can, however, be readily modified to execute in a standard

FORTRAN environment, with some loss in speed of execution to be
expected.
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Figuxe 2, ~xample of Program (htput, l~ith Verif bmtion Points


